SHERLOCK NOTES: CASE CLOSED

JESSICA LINDBLAD

Attention students—the use of note packs sold by the note-taking service Sherlock poses a problem for the Florida Law Enforcement Physical Plant. And with maliciously quickly approaching, segundo dijo, profesor de matemática satisfecho de que mi cerveza con mal olor, pero sin estarlo, profesor de matemática satisfecho de que mi cerveza con mal olor, pero sin estarlo. "IT'S TIME TO CONNECT LOCAL, NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL..."  "IT'S TIME TO CONNECT LOCAL, NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL..."

"The death penalty has been a contentious issue for many years, and one prominent expert says it's just wrong—it's on its way out the door. The defense of the death penalty is in tatters," Hugo Bedos said.

Bedos, professor emeritus of philosophy at UCF, is a leading scholar and vocal opponent of the death penalty who has spent decades studying the moral and legal issues of capital punishment. On Monday, he shared his thoughts and research with UCF students and faculty at the Alfred University. The event was part of a series sponsored by the Center for Justice.

"I am an 'ethicist humanist,'" Bedos said. "It's a philosophical approach to the issues rather than going into specific details of the legal system." To make his point, Bedos introduced some statistics from the 1990s. He noted those numbers to point out a large gap between the average amount of homicides each year and the number of people who actually received the death penalty for committing those crimes.

On average, he said, there were about 10,000 homicides per year in the U.S., but only 1,000 resulted in an arrest. Of that 1,000, a few resulted in a death sentence, and even less were actually put to death.

"This is unquestionably the most controversial part of the death penalty..." Bedos said.

The full story can be found in the Florida Law Enforcement Physical Plant.
Hypnotist Tom DeLuca fuels his show with the creativity of volunteers.

TITUS GILLISPE

Hypnotized volunteers who battled they were spies and body-shaking contest­ ers fixed the stage Thursday night in the Pegasus Ballroom as Comedy & Variety presented the evening with Hypnotist Tom DeLuca.

DeLuca's routine utilized the imagina­tion and creativity of his volunteers. By putting them into a relaxed state, free of the pressures surrounding proper social consciousness, they were able to overcome natural inhibitions.

"They just do things, and you don't feel anything," said hypnotist volunteer Ambrose Mills. "I don't know how to explain it. It's like you are not completely there."

DeLuca's talent have been witnessed by a wide audience. He performs hypnosis routines on college campuses across the United States. The investors paid as much as $750,000 for each to be set up in body-building businesses that would enable them to get a visa, the criminal complaint said.
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Notes can’t fix all course questions

When you're on your own risk,

Morrison-Shefter said the conse
cern stems from the possibility of inaccurate information in the notes, and then students would be "paying tuition to take the class and then pay­
ing money for materials that are obviously wrong.

So if using these note packets doesn’t violate the Golden Rule, why do some professors still have a prob­
lem with them?

According to Morrison-Shefter, the clause in the Golden Rule that prohibits selling class notes still does apply. Furthermore, some professors are still concerned about the viola­
tion of intellectual property rights and copyright protections.

University of Central Florida Undergraduate Studies

2-5 p.m. Thursday, April 5, 2007
Education Complex Gymnasium

Deadline for applications is Friday, February 23

The Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence is a poster-display forum for UCF under­
graduates to present current and recently completed research and creative projects to the entire university community.

Undergraduates from all disciplines—from engineering to the life sciences, from visual arts to theater—are or have been engaged in significant research and creative projects for the entire university community.

Eligible Vehicles

- Any new and unlimited VW
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

- Retail Financing

Volkswagen

Certified Pre-Owned

Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

- New Beetle GLS
- Auto, Low Miles
- $16,905* 

06 New Beetle Gls

05 New Beetle GLS

03 VW Jetta GLS

06 VW GTI

04 New Beetle

04 WV Touring

Drivers Option

Leasing

Drivers wanted.

For more information regarding eligibility, the online application process, and selection criteria, please visit showcase.ucf.edu or call the Office of Undergraduate Studies, 407-823-2373.

Scholarships will be awarded to the best Showcase projects.

Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence

Celebrating undergraduate research and creativity across the curriculum

For more information regarding eligibility, the online application process, and selection criteria, please visit showcase.ucf.edu or call the Office of Undergraduate Studies, 407-823-2373.
Elderly driver crashes into DMV building injuring at least 11

FREEFIELD, N.J. — An 80-year-old woman crashed her car into a downtown Free­field building Wednesday, injuring 11 people, police said.

Seven people were transported to area hospitals, Flori­da Highway Patrol Sgt. Mark Wysoczynski said. The injuries were not life threatening.

The office was open for business when the crash occurred, the state’s depart­ment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles Wednesday reported.

Corinne M. Smith, of Boca Raton, drove her 1999 Mer­cury Grand Marquis into a covered area in front of the building, but did not attempt to damage the structure, Fire Depart­ment Chief Gary Forsman said.

Man found not guilty of making malicious threats to judges

JACKSONVILLE — Juens accused of threatening two judges he alleged were less than honest about his child custo­dial battle, no threat to kill or injure them or their fam­i­lies.

The six-day jury deliber­ation ended two hours before fund­ing Patrick-Cabell not guilty of two counts of making threats.

Case 12-41, of St. Lucie, FLA, was arrested in March 2009 on a 24-count felony indictment for making and sending tele­pho­ne and e-mail death threats to three judges in their court­room.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. officials prison

Muslim charities in northern Virginia.

Jacksonville.

Former three county court judges in a hunger strike and said they would vote for a blast.

Two members of the operation, two parked car bombs struck near a major inter­section with a highway to areas in the south, killing at least four civilians and wounding 15 police said.

Arian to a more isolated loca­tion of easing tensions on the strike.

HOMER SYKES — The U.S. Iraqis forces increased security plan in Baghdad, on curfew till 4 A.M. Iraq — U.S. and Iraqi forces expanded a sweep to a southern Baghdad neighborhood Thursdays, but expected some insurgents stricken back with cars that killed four people. British troops sealed the northern city of Basra and closed two border crossing to chafe off what the Americans say are weapons from Iran.

Helicopters buzzed overhead as a joint U.S-Iraqi force headed into the Dora neighbor­hood — a longtime Iraqi milita­rian area — on the second day of the operation, accord­ing to Iraqi officials. U.S. troops searched three areas Wednesday, meet­ing light resistance in house­­to-house searches.

During the operation, two parked car bombs struck near a major inter­section with a highway to areas in the south, killing at least four civilians and wounding 15 police said. Oranges and other fruit from stalls in a nearby market were scattered among debris near the charred cars.

The blasts occurred in a housing section on the southern edge of the city as part of a wave of car bombs, but no Iraqis forces were hit.

U.S. and Iraqis forces also detailed several aspects in a non­binding target a Maliki ministry, a U.S. official said, and method for mob­bing police in cities, as well as mobile bomb attacks, in Mabila, near Najaf, 100 miles south of Baghdad, the military said.

Two Koreans to resume high-level talks after nuclear deal

SEOUL, South Korea — The two Koreans will hold high-level talks later this month, officials said Thursday, in the first face­to-face meeting of high-level delegations in such industries as con­struction.

North Korea’s top envoy to six­nation talks on his coun­try’s nuclear program also said Pyongyang is ready to talk to other countries on the disarmament agreement, which was reach­ed earlier this week, Japan’s Kyodo News agency reported.

The Cabinet-level talks between the two Koreas will be held in Pyongyang from Feb. 17 to March 2, according to a joint statement adopted at a lower-level conference in the North Korean border city of Dandong.

South and North Korea have held high-level talks since 2000, but they have failed to resume for about three years amid stalled negotiations.

Economic sanctions and political pressures without triggering a draft peace treaty.

Many analysts believe that the un­employment rate, which edged up from 4.5 per­cent to 4.6 percent in January, will keep rising to perhaps a peak of 4.9 percent later this year as the economy slows in the face of less export growth and a sharp decline in export growth.

The Fed pushed a key interest rate to the highest level since May, 2006, the Federal Reserve said Thursday. The rate rose to 1.25 percent.

The average rate for a one-year, 4 percent to 4.75 percent in January, will keep rising to perhaps a peak of 4.9 percent later this year as the economy slows in the face of less export growth and a sharp decline in export growth.

The Fed pushed a key interest rate to the highest level since May, 2006, the Federal Reserve said Thursday. The rate rose to 1.25 percent.

The average rate for a one-year, 4 percent to 4.75 percent in January, will keep rising to perhaps a peak of 4.9 percent later this year as the economy slows in the face of less export growth and a sharp decline in export growth.

The Fed pushed a key interest rate to the highest level since May, 2006, the Federal Reserve said Thursday. The rate rose to 1.25 percent.
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$\text{Capitation penalty fees can't reach an agreement.}$

$\text{Physical Plant breaks ground on mall.}$

$\text{Depressed?}$

$\text{If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be interested in a research study for adults who experience symptoms of depression. If you qualify, a study-}

$\text{related compensation is available.}^*$
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Green Wave drowns Knights

**Men's basketball drops to 18-7**

**UFOC essentially scored all the positive things it had done since the loss to Memphis on Jan. 31, blowing a double-digit lead on the road. And that's all there was to it.**

Saturday's win over Marshall in the 64-6 Conference USA game, 103-91.

David Gronen, the team's leading scorer entering the game, had three fouls in the first half and was rendered a non-factor with just two points. But he scored the final six points for Tulane in the second half, and his finish off a pass from Daniel Puckett gave the Green Wave their first lead of the second half at 90-88.

"The Knights showed flashes of life after that, answering Tulane's 12-2 run to take a 57-56 lead," UCF head coach Kirk Spurgeon said after the game. "But they were hampered when guard Mike O'Donnell was forced to sit for a minute after rolling his right ankle and Pope and Jermaine Taylor picked up their fourth fouls, leaving them on the bench during crucial moments."

"We get in foul trouble with Lewis of Jermaine's. Don't get us out of touch with that one of our opposite teams."

**20 points help Magic win over the Portland Trail Blazers.**

**OCTLAO — In his latest NBA season, Dwight Howard is pulling up strong numbers that place him in good company.**

Howard captured the last game before his first All-Star appearance with 20 points and 16 rebounds on Feb. 12-12 shooting in Orlando 103-91 win Wednesday over the Portland Trail Blazers. He hit him in 8 percent field goal mark over the last five games, 90 points (16 percent) in his last four games against to lead the Portland Trail Blazers (23) and lead two points, and the Trail Blazers front court that Spurgeon praised after Saturday's win over Marshall.

"It's nice to have our new addition, and he's very solid as their three starting batters. We got a pair of Marshall turnovers and a 3-pointer by Brian Epps to win the Thundering Herd lead to 98-60. A double figure three-point attempt by Jermaine Taylor was knocked down out of the basket to preserve the win for the Thundering Herd.

**Bye Bye Orlando Magic fans got 21 points and six assists for a 52-39 win.**

"Still a great game," the 39-year-old Howard said. "I just keep playing my game." Spurgeon took a shot of a recent game with 28 points for Oregon. Darius Millican added a career-high 21 points and eight rebounds, and Kamari Murphy had 15 points and a season-high seven assists.

The win kept the Magic (27-50) one game over .500 heading into the All-Star break, and capped Portland's four-game East Coast road trip at 32. Orlando took control in the second quarter, finishing the first half on an 18-4 run for a 50-27 lead.

"It's a good game," the 39-year-old Howard said. "I just keep playing my game." Spurgeon took a shot of a recent game with 28 points for Oregon. Darius Millican added a career-high 21 points and eight rebounds, and Kamari Murphy had 15 points and a season-high seven assists.

The win kept the Magic (27-50) one game over .500 heading into the All-Star break, and capped Portland's four-game East Coast road trip at 32. Orlando took control in the second quarter, finishing the first half on an 18-4 run for a 50-27 lead.

"It's a good game," the 39-year-old Howard said. "I just keep playing my game." Spurgeon took a shot of a recent game with 28 points for Oregon. Darius Millican added a career-high 21 points and eight rebounds, and Kamari Murphy had 15 points and a season-high seven assists.

The win kept the Magic (27-50) one game over .500 heading into the All-Star break, and capped Portland's four-game East Coast road trip at 32. Orlando took control in the second quarter, finishing the first half on an 18-4 run for a 50-27 lead.
Knights can't hold lead against resilient Tulane team
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No. 8 Memphis dominates Tulsa

Douglas-Roberts came off the bench for the first time in his career, had 17 points and added a game-high 10 rebounds for the Knights, who saw their five-game winning streak end.
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Houck's start to come today

Before allowing a foul shot in the fourth inning.

That was the only base runner that Speraw allowed in his five innings of work on Wednesday night.

On Saturday, sophomore Randal has thrown four shutout innings in TCU's win over Creighton, on 93 pitches. He, assigned to the Elizabethan of the second game in the series, was credited with the win over TCU.

While the Terrapins plan to use the same three starting pitchers from last weekend's series, the Knights rotation is still developing.

The Knights and Terrapins will meet for the first time on Friday. Due to cold temperatures that have been at -10 degrees for Friday's game, the weather will be much colder. The Knights had a 10-2 win over the Owls in the opening games against Florida International and UAB.

Although he finished with a 2-3 record, Houck was outstanding in his four innings of work on Wednesday night. He was named the ACC Player of the Week.
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Rock Star University

Affordable luxury amenities are designed around actual student life.
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And the Oscar Will Go To...

In an award season with so many shoo-ins, the Best Picture race remains wide open.

**Best Director:**
- United 93's Paul Greengrass

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this"band's brand of soul mixed with poetry."

**Best Actor:**
- Leonardo DiCaprio
- Ryan Gosling
- Will Smith

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Actress:**
- Jennifer Hudson
- Cate Blanchett
- Meryl Streep

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Supporting Actor:**
- Djimon Hounsou
- Leonardo DiCaprio
- Ryan Gosling

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Supporting Actress:**
- Adriana Barraza
- Abigail Breslin
- Helen Mirren

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Foreign Language Film:**
- The Lives of Others
- Inside Man
- Memories of Murder

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Original Screenplay:**
- Pan's Labyrinth
- Juno
- The Departed

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Adapted Screenplay:**
- Little Miss Sunshine
- Juno
- The Aviator

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Original Score:**
- Juno
- Brokeback Mountain
- The Da Vinci Code

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Original Song:**
- "Happy" from Dreamgirls
- "I Do" from Dreamgirls
- "Fools Rush In" from Roman Holiday

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Cinematography:**
- Pan's Labyrinth
- The Departed
- No Country for Old Men

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Art Direction:**
- The Aviator
-ider

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.

**Best Costume Design:**
- The Queen
- Brokeback Mountain
- Marie Antoinette

You need to know what a shoo-in is to enjoy this band's brand of soul mixed with poetry.
**CONVENTION**

**MegaCon** is a just a gathering of geeks

AERA AMADULA

The 2007 MegaCon, or "Con" to most devoted, is a mega-convention that will host an array of cultures, comic fandoms, role-playing communities, and much more. This year, MegaCon is on the grounds of the Orange County Convention Center Feb. 16-18.

UCF students take pride in their participation, preparing months in advance for events like this.

**ROCK, COWBELL SHOWDOWN**

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

If you've got a fever, and the only prescription is more cowbell, the new album from The Showdown is your long-awaited and long-sought-after medicine.

Their new release, "Teens Come My Way," rocks on a Southern twist with subtle stages of cowbell in most of the songs. Tempatations Come My Way is compelling, taking the downfalls experienced by the band members and turning them into a tale of redemption. Guitar solo piano grand leaders from track to track, forming elements of mainstream rock with Christian influence.

The Showdown sound like the condominiums, love child of Door County and Iron Maiden, some of Chicago's best bars for their production team, which

**CONCERT**

At 57, Billy Joel's just got it

BRITTANY COFFMAN

Although Billy Joel is almost 60 years old, you would never have believed it after witnessing him in action at his Amway Arena concert Saturday.

Dancing around the stage that has made him a fan of his age, he introduced himself to the concert, turned on the piano and sang, "Well, I heard that my concerts are the place to come for the young and old. I think we should have a bust-out with some of the best and biggest hits in the world."

He also made a mildly obscene joke about his baldness and called for the audience to come up and give him their money. He then continued his attack on the remnants of the band's fans, saying, "The only prescription is more cowbell, and that's what I've got."

He continued his attack on the remnants of the band's fans, saying, "The only prescription is more cowbell, and that's what I've got."

Joel showed the crowd how to get into a place to see the celebrity that happens there stays in its roots. They're real people, who do real things. That's what they have in the world."

**THE ORIGINAL DEVANEE'S UNIVERSITY & GOLDENEN**

7660 University Blvd
Winter Park, FL 32786
407-699-6600
www.DevaneeSportsPubs.com

Get all your UCF Basketball action here!

**FUSILAND**

875 Woodbury Rd
Orlando, FL 32828
407-281-9817
www.FusilandUltraLounge.com
(Behind Waterford Lakes)

**KARAOKE WEDNESDAY & SATURDAY**

East Orlando's Finest VIP Section 50 Bottle Selection Bottles
18 & Up Ladies, 20 & Up Gentlemen
Dress to Impress

Friday Night • Night 8.5 Sheets, $2 Wells, 1.5 Dom, Beer
Sunday Night • 18 & Up Ladies

\* Dj & Party Hosted By Dj Krazy

**MUSICAL**

**THINGS TO DO**

**MOVIE TIMES**

**Friday, February 16, 2007**

**LOCAL**

Orlando Shakespeare Theatre
1664 Blumberg St
Orlando, FL 32803
407-896-5000
www.osfcentralflorida.org

**Saturday, February 17, 2007**

**STAFF WRITER**

Sherry Gilyard is a 2004 UCF Alumna with a degree in English literature. She has had stories published in several journals and magazines.

---

**Sunday, February 18, 2007**

**CONTRIBUTING WRITER**

Laura DeMarco is a staff writer for The UCF Daily Knight. She is a sophomore majoring in English literature.
HELP WANTED: General

MARKET RESEARCH TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

HELP WANTED: Part-time

MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWER

HELP WANTED: Full-time

Wet 'n Wild is NOW HIRING

Carrabba's Italian Grill

Outback STEAKHOUSE®

Central Florida Future

Classifieds

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

www.centralfloridafuture.com • Friday, February 16, 2007

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!

WE'RE EXPLORING WITH OPPORTUNITIES

$350-$450/wk average

Visit us at www.ucfcentralflorida.com

FILE CLERK NEEDED

Flexible part time position available in South Orlando. Flexible schedule, 10-12 hours per week.

Filing, phones, general office assistance. $10.00 per hour.

Fax resumes to S. Serrano at 407-351-2926 or e-mail sserrano2@earthlink.net.

EOE.
Surprises are unlikely at 2007 Oscars

From AF

Should Win: As terrific as Duchov and Windemere were, Keaton really does deserve it. With "Take a wild ride!"

Piano Man" appealed to young and old alike

From AF

"Piano Man" is a self-penned convention

The Showdown mixes metal, singable lyrics

From AF

The Showdown's music has been described as the brutal, but honest voice for youth. Their reputation is also backed by the fact that they're not only played on the radio, but also covered on TV. The album's lyrics are singable and catchy, making it a hit with the younger generation. The Showdown's music is characterised by its modern, heavy and catchy sound. The album has been well-received by critics and fans alike. "Piano Man" was named as one of the best songs of the year, and it became an instant classic. The album was released on February 20, 2007, and it has already sold over 500,000 copies worldwide. The Showdown's music has been praised for its ability to connect with young audiences in a way that few other bands can.
407-384-8626
Less than 1 mile from UCF! • Friendly Staff! • Great Neighbors!

www.boardwalkapts.net • info@boardwalkapts.net
fax: 407-384-8094
Located 8/10 of a mile from UCF!

Reserve Your Suite Today!

Boardwalk Amenities...
SUPER KITCHEN • FULLY FURNISHED
Largest Rooms & Living Areas!
Self-cleaning oven, ice-maker refrigerator,
Microwave, Dishwasher, Utility room with full sized
washer and dryer
Alarm system & keyed deadbolts on all doors.
Full-sized bed, dresser with mirror and end table
4 Private full bathrooms, Computer Desk and chair

The lifestyle and amenities that
Make college life a breeze...

24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all four bedrooms
CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities included!
FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

Furniture and Appliances
included in every apartment.
WiFi Hotspots FREE!

100 Riverwind Way • Oviedo, FL 32765

Fully Furnished
Luxury!

Great Location for UCF

24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all four bedrooms
CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities included!
FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

Movie Theater with
stadium seating
Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE!

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED

WHAT RESIDENTS SAY:

“Community features are excel-
lent, and there are
extracurricular activities going on
all the time.”

“I’ve lived in River-
wind for three
years and it’s been
a pleasure. There’s
no other collegiate
complex I’d rather
be at.”

Reserve Your Suite Today!
e-mail: leasingrati@gisiam.com
407-359-2815